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Abstract: A state-of-the-art sensorweb is a global observation system for varied sensory phenomena from 

the physical world and the cyber world. This paper presents the architecture, design, and application of a 

sensorweb service portal called the LiveWeb. This portal has been published on the Internet and is used by 

researchers, students, and also other communities. This system has been used to represent and monitor 

real-time physical sensor data and cyber activities from ubiquitous sources. LiveWeb meets its goal of pro-

viding an efficient and robust sensor information oriented web service, enabled with real-time data repre-

sentation and notification. Living in the current world with the immense magnitude of information, it is impor-

tant to keep different communities updated and informed with their context specific data. There are search 

engines available in the Internet to find relatively static items, but not to observe the events in real-time. In 

addition, mostly the sensed data and events have meaning only when accompanied with corresponding 

geographic information. LiveWeb is an effective and efficient sensorweb service, that tries to fulfill the 

aforementioned requirements. The LiveWeb system consists of three main components: (a) special features 

of a PHP web application, (b) a Java background processing program, and (c) a database. It is a robust 

system and is currently running efficiently under the environment of Ubuntu 6.10, Apache 2.0, PHP 5.0, 

JAVA 1.60, and MySQL 1.6.   
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Introduction 

The Internet is a web connecting computers all over 
the world. It has changed people’s lives by providing 
efficient information sharing and enhanced user ex-
periences. On the other hand, there are huge numbers 
of sources of dynamic information from physical sen-
sors and information providers. As a type of Geo-
graphic Information System (GIS), sensorweb is the 
corresponding counterpart that can efficiently connect 
those ubiquitous sources of dynamic sensory informa-
tion and then integrate them as a part of the greater 
network. Sensorweb is becoming more and more   

necessary and also popular in all sectors of life. It pro-
vides a powerful tool that gives accurate and up-to- 
date information from the physical world to the cyber 
world. People in daily life get plenty of conveniences 
from these kinds of systems and services. As a type of 
GIS, sensorweb service is being implemented by many 
industries (structural, medical, and surveillance, to 
name a few), organizations (e.g., law enforcement 
agencies, federal and state governments, etc.). Public 
and private sectors are utilizing their necessary dy-
namic data, supporting existing and new demands of 
numerous applications. Sensorweb is gaining huge 
importance and is adopted by almost every industry 
due to the rapid growth and development in this field, 
and the application needs. The Internet has World Wide 
Web (WWW) standards for accessing globally shared 
information conveniently. However, there is no   
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standard framework for accessing sensorweb  infor-
mation. In building such a system, there are several 
challenges such as variation in format of data source, 
data management, etc. These all have motivated us to 
build an efficient interface for this purpose. The sce-
nario and the effectiveness of LiveWeb  is shown in 
Fig. 1  

We have observed and attempted to solve the fol-
lowing potential challenges in building a state-of-the-    
art sensorweb interface.  

(1) Nature of data  The distinction between sen-
sorweb data and the normal data is the features like 
spatial and temporal contexts. Spatial information is 
usually used for applications like guiding direction, 
physiognomy observation, etc. Temporal information 
can give the impression of some live phenomenon and 
trend prediction with history of data. Any high level 
information in sensorweb usually does not have mean-
ing without these features.  

(2) Data format  Sensorweb generally contains 
heterogeneous information sources having different 
data formats. This increases the difficulty in standard-
izing the data format for retrieval of data.  

(3) Data representation  With huge varieties of 
information, it is critical to design a good data repre-
sentation format. There can be continuous streams of 
incoming information, as well as discrete information. 
Also some information only has meaning when related 
to specified events. These all bring challenges to rep-
resent them meaningfully to the users.  

(4) Data management  There is a tremendous 
amount of incoming data to be stored and managed in 
a sensorweb system. Previously the data in a sensor-
web was distinguished by source IDs or source catego-
ries, but these cannot work well for large scale hetero-
geneous data.  

All these challenges are with respect to the     
system. But there are also a number of user specific 
requirements for such desired sensorweb portal    
systems.  

(1) Access from anywhere  Users want to access 
these useful services from anywhere. They may not 
have the convenience of separately installing an inter-
face for such sensorweb services. In such a scenario 
the Web approach is the most popular method.  

(2) Access at anytime  With more mobility in peo-
ple’s lives and greater use of portable devices, it’s be-
coming necessary that all the data is available anytime 
for user access.  

(3) User preference  User preference based ser-
vices are becoming an important part of modern appli-
cations. Users intend to get only the data that is useful 
to them. For example, people may want to know just 
the temperature distribution close to their location.  

Motivated by all these, we have proposed a 
sensorweb  service portal called .LiveWeb  This sys-
tem has been used to represent and monitor real-time 
data from physical sensors and also from other infor-
mation providers. The LiveWeb  adopts content-based 
searches for sensorweb data and supports real-time 
monitoring, subscribe/alert, and publishing services. 
LiveWeb  gives facilities to users to publish their data 
efficiently by simply starting their own serial for-
warder and submitting the configuration files. Then 
LiveWeb  can automatically import these data and 
provide content-based services based on these data.  

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 1 
we discuss the related work. In Section 2 we give an 
overview of the LiveWeb  system architecture. Then 
we describe a universal data collection and storage 
method in Section 3. In Section 4, we explain the   
information search algorithm. Then we describe the 

 
Fig. 1  LiveWeb scenario 
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subscribe/alert mechanism in Section 5. In Section 6 
we demonstrate some case studies of LiveWeb  usage. 
Finally we conclude the paper and discuss future work 
on LiveWeb  in Section 7.  

1  Related Work 

In this section we discuss related work done in the area 
of real-time sensor network data management and   
representation.  

1.1  Open Geospatial Consortium standard (OGC) 

One of the most popular standards in this area is the 
Open Geospatial Consortium Standard, known as 
OGC[1]. OGC has developed the Sensor Web Enable-
ment (SWE) which specifies interfaces and meta-data 
encodings that enable real time integration of hetero-
geneous sensorweb data into the information infra-
structure. Then developers can create their applications, 
platforms, and products based on the standards. In 
SWE, XML standards of geospatial content and ser-
vices, data processing, and exchange are described by 
the following components: (a) Observation & Meas-
urement (O&M), (b) Sensor Model Language    
(SensorML), Transducer Model Language (Trans-
ducerML or TML), Sensor Observation Service (SOS), 
Sensor Planning Service (SPS), Sensor Alert Service 
(SAS), and Web Notification Service (WNS). These 
components together build up the architecture of the 
sensorweb service and the application space of the 
sensorweb.  

1.2  Microsoft SensorMap 

Microsoft has also proposed a system to monitor and 
present physical sensors in the real world. It is called 
the SensorMap[2]. SensorMap allows owners of sensor 
networks to register their physical sensors and publish 
their data on SensorMap. They use GeoDB to store the 
sensor network information, DataHub to retrieve the 
new sensor data to enable real time services, and the 
aggregator to summarize sensor data in a specific area 
to clients.  

1.3  Google PowerMeter 

Google PowerMeter[3] is a service that focuses on the 
real usage of powermeter sensor networks. If users 
have specific devices belonging to specific utility 

companies, they can monitor the power consumption 
and represent the summary of the usage on the Internet. 
Then people can track distribution of power consump-
tion and can make better decisions for using power to 
save energy.  

1.4  Device description language 

Device Description Language (DDL)[4] uses XML en-
codings to describe a device. DDL summarizes devices 
to properties and operations; each operation includes 
input, output, and processing. This way, outputs of the 
devices are unified, helping the data representation. 
DDL gives a perspective that is different from Sen-
sorML. DDL is based on a device, while SensorML is 
based on a process. DDL provides higher granularity 
services for sensor register and discovery.  

1.5  Sensorweb applications 

Currently there are some sensorweb applications for 
sensor networks for specific purposes. MQTT-S[5] pro-
posed service integrating SNs and a publish/subscribe 
mechanism, but is based on applications running on the 
mote and is not content-based. This leads to a limited 
scope of applications. The work in Ref. [6] introduced 
a practical medical response system to serve the pa-
tient’s daily life needs and the diagnosis by doctors. 
MediaAlert[7] is a system for automatic monitoring and 
timely dissemination of multimedia information to a 
range of mobile information appliances based on in-
terest profile of users. This system is not for a sensor 
network, but the content retrieved by this system can 
be treated as a sensor because of its content variation 
and its real-time property.  

As a result of the involvement of many communities 
of researchers and engineers, the OGC SWE[1] stan-
dard is relatively complete and popular. However, most 
of such existing systems and standards don’t mention 
data sharing between sensor networks. There are hun-
dreds and thousands of sensor networks in research 
labs, houses, facilities, and public communities. If all 
of these sensor networks cannot share their data with 
each other, the scope of sensor network will be very 
limited. SensorMap emphasizes the publication of a 
sensor network and its data, but its complex interface 
and construction sometimes leads to difficulty for 
non-technical people. Google PowerMeter actually is a 
specific application that helps people monitor energy 
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usage of a home or bigger communities. However, 
Google PowerMeter only provides power consumption 
monitoring, and serves only limited users. These are of 
limited scope with respect to the bigger goal of sharing 
sensor data globally. LiveWeb  aims at providing a 
platform that can unify different sensor networks, rep-
resent their data in a reasonable way, and promote 
sensor networks in variety of applications for improv-
ing life in all the communities.  

2  LiveWeb Architecture 

In this section, we first analyze the requirements which 
guided us to design and implement our LiveWeb  ar-
chitecture. Then we describe the components of 

.LiveWeb   
Here we analyze the requirements for state-of-the-    

art performance of :LiveWeb   
(1) Universal data aggregation  LiveWeb  is con-

structed to support heterogeneous information sources 
to improve ubiquitous applicability. It is required to 
keep the complex underlying sensor data transparent to 
the users. In this way, the users don’t need separate 
applications to handle and share their data.  

(2) Real-time data representation  Currently 
there is no specific standard algorithm to predict and 
analyze the real-time data. In this aspect, real-time 
representation is unreplaceable to utilize the temporal 
and spatial properties of sensorweb data. Since the user 
community of sensorweb has grown from researchers 
to non-technical people, reasonable representation of 
data is necessary.  

(3) Content-based information search  There are 
many different ways to find sensorweb information 
such as ID-based, topic-based, and content-based[8]. 
The ID-based data approach is widely used in sensor 
network research because it is straight forward, easy to 
use, and reliable for a single network without ID con-
flicts. The topic-based data approach is used mostly in 
current sensorweb applications because of limited 
categories of sensors. With topics specified for sensors, 
users can observe the data such as temperature, humid-
ity, etc. The third one is a content-based method. This 
method is used commonly in web searches. But in sen-
sorweb, the content-based approach is not used widely 
because of its complex database requirement. However, 
the topic-based method has been inefficient due to the 
explosion of new categories and functions of sensors. 

People are willing to use their own criteria for search-
ing for what they need. So the content-based method is 
the best choice and is promising.  

(4) Offline service  Even users can access useful 
information when they are online, but they cannot be 
notified of some important events when they are off-
line. This may lead to loss of precious information or 
opportunity to make right decisions. Thus, enabling 
offline service is essential.  

(5) Quality of service  The system should meet the 
various QoS of the different services it provides. For 
instance, a search should respond with the right results 
in short time and an alert system should be reliable and 
efficient. Otherwise, all the features in LiveWeb  will 
be in vain.  

(6) Nice interface  A good Interface can guide us-
ers to use the system easily without much instruction. 
This is also one of the primary goals of .LiveWeb   

To meet these requirements, we have comprehen-
sively designed the LiveWeb  system architecture. 
LiveWeb  is composed of several components. These 
components have their unique separate roles, but also 
cooperate with each other for providing the overall 
system. Mainly there are three components: (a) the 
sensor data collector, (b) the data storage center, and (c) 
the web server. These three components have impor-
tant sub-components to make LiveWeb  functional. 
Figure 2 illustrates the data flow and the architecture of 

.LiveWeb  In the lower layer, first ubiquitous informa-
tion is imported from the aggregator. Then the data is 
stored in a data center in a special structure. Finally, 
the data can serve the data user in real-time.  

We now explain the components of .LiveWeb   

 
Fig. 2  LiveWeb architecture and data flow 
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 (1) Sensor data collector  As LiveWeb  is de-
signed to be a geo-information portal, collection of 
data from various data sources is the first step to real-
ize .LiveWeb  This component is different from tradi-
tional data collectors. We use a standard parser to col-
lect the large range of different kinds of data, instead 
of developing individual collecting interfaces. This 
sensor data collector can parse any data into a standard 
format. This component, written in JAVA, enables the 
raw data to be usable for the following components.  

(2) Data storage  LiveWeb  uses this component 
to store data. The data is composed of two parts. One 
part is assisting data, the other is history data. The as-
sisting data provides the sensor or data source informa-
tion for future services. The history data provides the 
history of specific sensor data to enable various data 
representations. Storing these data in a database cannot 
be done with a simplistic approach. The mechanism to 
store them has a direct effect on the efficiency of 
LiveWeb  services.  

(3) Web server  LiveWeb  aims to be an effective 
sensorweb portal. We have developed web GUI with 
PHP, which is the most popular and efficient dynamic 
language for developing web applications. LiveWeb  
provides all services including search, subscribe, and 
publish through a web browser. Users can access   
the data and use them anywhere anytime without   
limitation.  

(4) Alert system  The alert system, developed in 
JAVA, is running all the time the web server is running. 
This alert system is in charge of the LiveWeb  notifi-
cation service. To realize real-time service, off-line 
notification is critical. The alert system is based on an 
efficient subscription/alert mechanism and various 
communication methods. LiveWeb  treats the new 
item included in a users’ criteria, as an event. The alert 
system sends the event notification to the users auto-
matically.  

With these modules, LiveWeb  provides diversified 
services based on rich real-time data from a sensorweb.  

3  Universal Data Collection 

The first feature needed in LiveWeb  is importing 
enough information to provide users with good infor-
mation services. As is known, geo-information is al-
ways designed for specific purposes. Because of the 
huge size and complexity of GIS, specific data format 

means easy evaluation for future processing. For ex-
ample, a home scale sensor network can collect real 
time information in some home environments. Its data 
may have just reading value fields. But, for some sen-
sor network monitoring activities in a volcano, the data 
may include more complex fields like GPS data, seis-
micdata, lightning data, etc. This variety of data for-
mats are effective for the corresponding researchers 
but not easy for data collection from a high level point 
of view. We have summarized below the difficulties of 
collecting varied geo-information.  
• Various format  As mentioned before, the in-

formation format is a key obstacle in integrating ubiq-
uitous geo-information around the world. There is no 
“official language” or standard in this field. Also we 
cannot require the data providers to use the standard 
format to satisfy our system purpose. If we have no 
such standard language or protocol, we need to have a 
good translator which can translate different formats 
into the one suitable for .LiveWeb   
• Unpredictable data flow  If two programs on the 

Internet want to communicate with each other, they 
need to build up a connection between them as do the 
data sources and .LiveWeb  However, no one can pre-
dict when the data will come in and when they will 
start again, because some information is transmitted 
periodically while some is transmitted just when nec-
essary. We cannot schedule connections ahead of time. 
For different data sources, we cannot build separate 
collectors for them because that will require significant 
resources for the system.  
• Authentication  LiveWeb  aims to integrate data 

as much as possible, but it doesn’t mean it will accept 
any kind of data blindly. LiveWeb  just maintains 
useful and qualified data. Uncontrolled data collection 
will lead to DNS attacks automatically. To avoid such 
situations, data authentication is necessary.  

3.1  Standard data translation 

We have designed data gathering middleware which 
can translate data from any source with the format 
definition provided. For example, most systems of 
sensor networks are developed based essentially on the   
TinyOS[9] operating system. If someone wants to rec-
ognize data from such a system, they have to use 
MIG[9] or develop their own tool. This middleware can 
help users avoid this situation. With the mechanism 
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shown in Fig. 3, any type of message could be decoded 
based only on the XML file provided by users without 
doing the code-level changes. With this generic XML 
based decoding mechanism, the recognized data can be 
used to reorganize it to the required JSON format. The 
philosophy of this middleware is to help data users 
develop their applications based on sensor networks 
transparently, because the data formats in sensor net-
works are still different from each other. This kind of 
middleware can increase the development efficiency.  

The XML file used in the middleware has three parts: 
Message Hierarchy, Message Format, and Data Format. 
Message Hierarchy is related to the hierarchical struc-
ture of the received message. The middleware needs 
first to identify the received message based on the 
structure description. Message Format includes mes-
sage field, size, and offset information, which are used 
to help it decide where to get correct information. After 
identification and localization of the incoming mes-
sages, it decodes the data payload according to the 
Data Format.  

3.2  Storage indexing 

Sensor data management is the foundation of 
.LiveWeb  There are two issues involved to guarantee 

the performance of the system.  
(1) Sensors are continuously sensing the environ-

ment and sending back data periodically. Let one sen-
sor’s sampling rate be 50 Hz  and sample data size   
about 20 Bytes  including the timestamp, sensing value, 
and ID. There will be 50 20 3600 3600 KB× × =  data 

for one sensor in just one hour. If added with other 
sensor information, the data size could be even greater.  

(2) There are many types of sensors. They are used 
to measure and detect a huge variety of conditions in-
cluding: temperature, pressure, level, humidity, speed, 
motion, distance, light, and many other conditions. 
There are many versions of each type which may use a 
different sensing principle. For each sensor network, 
there are lots of sensors deployed. Sensor network data 
amounts differ greatly for various uses.  

The first issue does not influence the efficiency very 
much because Sensor ID and update time can help the 
system retrieve the data easily, except the data will 
occupy more space in a database after a long time of 
data aggregation. However, the second issue is differ-
ent. Content-based observation cannot depend on a 
sensor’s ID. A brute force search in sensors which sat-
isfy the specified content must lead to huge ineffi-
ciency because the scale is unpredictable. Learned 
from search strategies from the existing literature in 
Refs. [10-12], indexing the sensor data in a proper way 
can improve the performance significantly.  

The mechanism of indexing sensors is described as 
follows. Indexing is based on sensor ID (SENID) and 
sensor name (SN). Then two tables will be established, 
one is “keywords”, the other is “keywords list”.   
“keywords” contains the keyword ID (KEYID) and the 
keyword. If one sensor contains keyword A, it will be 
appended on the keywords list led by keyword A. But 
just naively indexing the sensors is not a final solution, 
because a sensor name is the combination of hundreds 

 
Fig. 3  XML based data decoding 
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and thousands of symbol and word derivatives. If each 
word or symbol leads a list, there will be too much 
redundancy and too many useless entries. This may not 
yield service performance because of the benefit of 
multi-indexing. But this will bring in some new prob-
lems. One is the database complexity problem. Too 
many trivial entries won’t link many sensors. For ex-
ample, if a sensor’s name contains a sequence of 
non-letter and non-digit symbols, there is no need to 
build a list for it specially, because maybe it is the only 
one containing these symbols. The key point is that 
these symbol sequences have no meaning in spoken 
languages. The other problem is the access limitation 
problem. “network” and “networks” are actually two 
words with the same meaning. The sensors containing 
either of them should be put into a keyword list. A 
fuzzy search is based on this feature. Considering these 
two problems, the sensor name will be parsed into a 
unique word array before being appended. The data 
indexing process used in LiveWeb  is as follows.  

(1) Remove symbols except letters and digits.  
(2) Split the name into a words array.  
(3) For each word, use the stemmer algorithm[13] to 

replace it with its root.  
(4) Remove the duplicate word from the array.  
After this process, the sensor will be appended to the 

lists headed by these words. Then the indices of sen-
sors are built. In the development process, we found 
that users may not know the sources in our system and 
sometimes cannot recall the right name of sensors. The 
try and see approach can exhaust the users in this case. 
In the work in Ref. [14], the authors have developed a 
fuzzy word search to suggest underlying data to users 
instead of a simple complete word search. LiveWeb  
proposes a solution for this situation, called word    
connection. Figure 4 illustrates the mechanism of    

sensorweb data storage.  

3.3  Publish mechanism 

As a sensorweb portal, LiveWeb  provides a standard 
and easy interface for users uploading their data. We 
have described how LiveWeb  imports data based on 
an XML file instead of modifying code-level applica-
tions. Based on universal data collection, LiveWeb  
can automatically import data from any user after they 
have submitted a qualified XML file. These users need 
the following to publish their data. They need to have 
their own serial forwarder running on their own server. 
This serial forwarder can export data continuously. The 
data can be sent to a LiveWeb  server through the 
Internet. The LiveWeb  server will import these data 
after checking their frequency and authentication in-
formation. As shown in Fig. 5, what users need to do is 
to submit their data format XML file and some acces-
sory information such as item name, serial forwarder 
IP address, and authentication information. Users also 
can submit their own data processing class file. This is 
because even raw data can be interpreted, some of 
these raw data cannot be used directly and need a spe-
cific process for transformation before they can be 
used for display or alert. Users can submit their own 
processing class file based on the interface defined by 

.LiveWeb   

4  Real-Time Search Engine 

In this section we have explained the real-time search 
mechanism in .LiveWeb  

4.1  Search 

The search service bridges users and information sys-
tems. LiveWeb  can return results of the search after 

Fig. 4  Sensorweb data storage 
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searching in the system based on the query provided by 
the users. In Section 3, we have described the indexing 
mechanism to store data in .LiveWeb  With the help 
of indexing, the searching can be much faster and more 
efficient. In general, search procedure includes four 
steps: query, parse, search, and return results.  

LiveWeb  uses this semantic analyzer to understand 
the meaning of a users’ criteria. LiveWeb  parses a 
query as shown in Table 1.  

Searching is a reverse procedure of indexing. Its 
target is to get the result set satisfying the criteria of 
the query. The method of searching can be transferred 
into a Boolean formula. First get the set of the right 
category and the lists lead by “Any of the words”. 
Then get the intersection of these two sets. Then use 
the lists of “All of the words” and “None of the words” 
to cut the set. Then use “exact phrase” to examine the 
set and to delete unqualified elements. Finally, use 
value range to delete those exceeding the range. The 

last set is the search result satisfying the users’ query. 
Its work flow is illustrated in Fig. 6.  

4.2  Real-time search 

The search service enables LiveWeb  to provide an 
easy approach to access and observe sensors and their 
data. LiveWeb  also enables real-time searches. A 
real-time search is one of the most important topics in 
field searching. In this regard the work in Ref. [15] 
proposes a real-time mechanism for real-time opera-
tion and cooperation on a web page. Work in Ref. [16] 
proposes a real-time search of web pages. This new 
technology matches properties of real-time data very 
well. Real-time data is different from other kinds of 
data. Its effectiveness and its representation influence 
the value of data directly. As known, waveform, raw 
data, and images[17] are common formats for repre-
senting data. LiveWeb  can provide different repre-
sentation formats of sensor data. One format is a 

 
Fig. 5  Publish mechanism 

Table 1  Query semantic rules 

Symbol Meaning Label 
ANYW   Any of the words  Independent words   
ALLW   All of the words  Start with “  ”   
NONEW   None of the words  Start with “ - ”   
EP   Exact phrase  Phrases in quotes   
CAT   Category  The value of “category” option, in the format of [ParameterName] [Value]=    
MIN, MAX  Value range  The value of “min” and “max”, in the format of [ParameterName] [Value]=    

 

 
Fig. 6  Search mechanism 
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real-time display of the current value of sensor read-
ings, we call “monitor”. The other is a real-time wave-
form of the data, we call “real-time chart”. In both of 
these ways, we adopt AJAX technology to increase the 
efficiency instead of refreshing the page automatically. 
AJAX’s mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 7. The 
browser can send a request to the server through the 
javascript interface. After the server processes the re-
quest, it responds with certain strings. When the 
browser receives the response, it updates a specific 
area on the webpage.  
4.2.1  Monitor 
A monitor enables users to watch the real-time value 
(instead of the static value) of items they have searched 
for. As discussed in the previous section, searching can 
efficiently return results users want. Based on the re-
sult of searching, what LiveWeb  does is to update the 
value part of each item periodically. First, users need to 
search their items of interest. After the items have been 
listed on the page, users add them to the monitor. The 
browser records the IDs of these items as 

1 2(ID ID, , , ID )n . This ID list is then sent to the 
server. Having known the ID list, the server generates a 
newest value set from the database and sends this set to 
the browser. The Javascript function catches this re-
sponse and decodes them by the ID. Also, based on the 
ID, javascript can find the HTML elements and fill 
them with these values.  
4.2.2  Real-time chart 
A real-time chart gives another option to monitor 
real-time data in a more straight-forward way. With 
this function, users can see the waveform of any item 
or multiple items from anywhere. Waveform is one of 
the most popular ways to represent the data. With some 
analysis on the waveform, users can summarize the 
variation of history and can predict its trend. Users     

can also control the waveform parameters through a 
webpage. LiveWeb  realizes this function with the 
support of AJAX and the flash technique. After users 
have chosen the items they want to see in the wave-
form, the ID list is sent to the server. This server re-
plies with the newest value set to the browser as well 
as for the monitor function. However, with the updated 
values, javascript does not use them directly to fill up 
the HTML element. It sends them to the drawing 
component separately. Then the drawing component 
redraws the waveform with new data to enable dy-
namic data representation.  

In LiveWeb  real-time charts, the x-axis indicates 
the time, and the y-axis indicates the value. By default, 
the chart displays last the 15 minutes of data. When 
multiple sensors are selected, the period will be in-
versely proportional to the number of sensors. In this 
way, the web page loading speed can be guaranteed to 
be fast. Besides this, LiveWeb  enables zoom func-
tions. If users zoom in, the period will be extended. If 
users zoom out, the period will be shortened. With 
longer time intervals, users can view the general sensor 
data trend. With shorter time intervals, users can see 
the details of the sensor data pattern.  

5  Subscribe/Alert Mechanism 

Users can access useful information when they are 
online. They cannot be notified of some important 
events when they are offline. This may lead to loss of 
precious information or opportunities to make right 
decisions. The real-time search engine allows users to 
search for already existing items in the sensorweb, that 
is retrospective in nature. In contrast, a prospective 
search should allow users to submit a query that will 
then be evaluated by the search engine against items 
encountered in the future. A naïve implementation of a 
prospective search engine might simply execute all the 
subscription queries periodically against any newly 
arrived items. However, if the number of subscriptions 
is very large, this would result in a significant delay in 
identifying new matches if we only execute the queries 
very rarely, or in a significant query processing load 
for the engine. In ,LiveWeb  we reverse the items and 
these subscription roles. We index the subscriptions. 
For each newly arriving item, we issue a small set of Fig. 7  AJAX technology 
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subscriptions for testing.  

5.1  Subscribe 

The subscription procedure is the same as the search at 
the beginning. The users can upload the query through 
the interface. However, the difference is that subscrip-
tion can store the queries for future use. We assume 
there are n queries: 1 2 3 , nq q q q, , , . For each query, q  
includes keywords, category, and value range. The 
keywords contain different types of parameters: any of 
the words, all of the words, none of the words, and 
exact phrases.  
• Any of the words: 1 2 3{

anA a a a a= , , ,... }, an  is the 
number of terms.  
• All of the words: 1 2 3{

bnB b b b b= , , ,... }, bn  is the 
number of terms.  
• None of the words: 1 2 3{

cnC c c c c= , , ,... }, cn  is the 
number of terms.  
• Exact phrases: 1 2 3{

dnD d d d d= , , ,... }, dn  is the 
number of terms.  

All these terms can be arranged in a Boolean for-
mula. This Boolean formula can help LiveWeb  store 
them and test easily. For any of the words, the Boolean 
formula will be 0

an
i ia=∪ . For all of the words, it will be 

0
bn

i ib=∩ . For none of the words, it will be 0
cn

i ic=∩ . For 
exact phrases, it will be 0

dn
i id=∩ . In summary the final 

formula is  

0 0 0 0
a b d cn n n n

i i i i i i i ia b d c= = = =−∪ ∩∩ ∩∩ ∪ . 
Then we use indexing to these subscriptions based 

on the keywords. Like import indexing, each keyword, 
,ik  leads a list, list .k  Assuming there is kn  key-

words, the subscription is appended to these lists: 

1 2list list , list .
kn, ,...  Besides this, we have the category 

of subscription: cat,  so this subscription will be   
appended to catlist , which is led by the category. 
Query always includes the value range, min max.  In 

,LiveWeb  we build a valuetree  to hold these sub-
scriptions. Because there exists an uncountable value 
range, while there is limited queries, we need to store 
the ranges that users have uploaded. However, storing 
them naively cannot help them search quickly, so we 
store these value ranges in a tree: treevalue . There are 
two kinds of trees, min-tree  and max-tree . Each 
value range can be separated into two parts: min  and 
max.  These two parts will be inserted into two dif-
ferent trees separately, as shown in Fig. 9. Figure 8 
illustrates how a subscription is indexed.  

5.2  Alert 

Alert is the successor of a subscription. First, issue a 
list of subscription-based indices. Then use the user-    
preferred communication mode to alert them immedi-
ately. Section 5.1 discusses how to index subscriptions. 
In this section we will discuss how we distribute the 
alert information. Everytime new items come in, the 
items are labeled as 1 2 3, , , , .nt t t t  Each item has its 
keywords 1 2 3k k k, , , , nk , To make an alert compo-
nent work efficiently, we have indexed subscriptions, 
also called queries. With these keywords, we can ex-
tract the subscriptions led by these keywords: 

1 2 3
list list list list .

nk k k k, , , ,  Since each incoming item 
has its category, we can get another list: catlist . The 
value, ,v  of the item, is used to generate another two 
lists. The subscriptions’ value range should cover this 
value, which means min  should be smaller than v  

 
Fig. 8  Subscribe mechanism 
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and max  should be larger than .v  Therefore, in the 
value tree, we need first to find the branch with the 
root  smaller than v  in the min-tree  and the branch 
with the root  larger than v in the max-tree.  This is 
shown in Fig. 9.  Then get list .v  The subscriptions 
should be: 0 list

i

n
i k=∪ ∩  catlist listv∩ .  

However, this is not enough. The subscriptions cho-
sen are not all qualified because these subscriptions 
have other criteria which are not reflected in the indi-
ces. These much smaller subscriptions are tested one 
by one with the new incoming item. Then the final 
subscriptions set S are obtained. Figure 10 shows the 
work flow of the alert component. With subscriptions 
set S, we can deliver the new information to the users 
through alert interface.  

The alert interface is designed for sending the alert 
message through the user preferred mode. Various 
communication modes have enabled people to be 
reached easily, such as Email, SMS, telephone call, 
wireless internet client, etc[18]. After it gets the    

subscriptions set, S , it can retrieve the user informa-
tion based on these subscriptions. Most users have 
their contact information including cellphone or email 
address. LiveWeb  reorganizes the subscriptions be-
longing to one user, then sends these alert messages.  

6  Case Studies 

LiveWeb  is a new sensorweb portal to bridge varied 
sources of sensor data and different public communi-
ties. Besides mechanisms behind the portal, LiveWeb  
is also designed to be easy to use. The following de-
scribes some case studies and some useful tips on 

.LiveWeb   

6.1  Motion detector 

To evaluate ’sLiveWeb  performance, a network of 
TelosW[19] sensor motes is used to set up the testbed. 
We used 8 TelosW motes with motion sensors to test 
activity in a 15 m 8 m×  class room and a 6 m 8 m×  

 

Fig. 9  Value range indexing 

 
Fig. 10  Alert mechanism 
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lab room. Figure 11a illustrates the deployments of 
these motes. In the application, only if there is an    
activity, the sensor mote can be awakened to send its 
message. LiveWeb  lists the eight sensors in one page 
and monitors their activities. When one person goes 
through them along the route labeled as in Fig. 11b, the 
waveform of these eight sensors can show up in the 
corresponding motion information in .LiveWeb  The 
following real-time chart in Fig. 12 indicates when 

97motion sensor detected activities. Users can moni-
tor the activity in this room remotely.  

As discussed in Section 5, LiveWeb  provides alert 
service to users. To monitor the activities of these two 
rooms offline, what users need to do is to search them 
first and add them into the monitor list. Motion sensor 
97 is added into the monitor list, and the value range is 
set as 1. When this sensor detects motion, users can be 
alerted. This is an example of how LiveWeb  bridges 
a sensor network and people’s daily lives.  

6.2  Sensing market 

Geographic information technology has matured. 
However, as it has developed, the concept of the sensor 
has changed. The definition of a sensor is an open is-
sue. The essential part of a sensor is detecting events in 
unattended environments. If there is something that 
can detect an event, that is a sensor. Briefly, anything 
which detects anything changing can be treated as a 
sensor. In this way, what LiveWeb  can do is serve not 
only as a portal for geographic information, but also as 
a portal for a changing world. News, supermarkets, and 

job occupations, can be imported to LiveWeb  to 
make people’s lives easier. Currently, LiveWeb     
imported exchange information from some famous 
supermarkets and exchange websites. If new products 
come in, LiveWeb  will alert users whose criteria the 
products satisfy. With a LiveWeb  real-time chart, 
users can see the products’ history of prices and predict 
their trends. Figure 13 illustrates this scenario.  

The housing information in Vancouver, WA is a 
“sensor”. Looking for an apartment before the semes-
ter is a headache for most students in college. Rent 
information available from the Internet helps them a 
lot. However, that is still not enough. Busy students are 
distracted from work to check the information every 
day, or even every hour. With ,LiveWeb  users can 
rely upon it for performing this job. Here we are look-
ing for an apartment with one bedroom, whose price is 
lower than $600,  in Vancouver, WA. First we query 
“house one bedroom Washington Vancouver 
max=600”. Then we just need to add it to the monitor 
list of our account and choose a preferred alert method. 
The second day, we receive the email telling us some 
one has published an apartment with one bedroom 
close to I5 for $545 a month. In this way, LiveWeb  
relieves people from exhausted searching and manual 
monitoring, thus making their life easy.  

7  Conclusion and Future Work 

In this papar, we have presented a sensorweb portal 
with real-time search, monitor, and notification    

              
(a)                                                 (b) 

Fig. 11  The layout of motion sensors and the path of movement 
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functions. We call it .LiveWeb  Cloud computing is 
replacing traditional computing. More and more    
applications are moving into the clouds partly or com-
pletely. Google Doc is already a classical web applica-
tion. People don’t need to install those big size appli-
cations on each computer. Also they don’t need to use 
removable devices to transfer files here and there. In-
tegrating sensor networks with cloud computing tech-
nology is very promising[20]. LiveWeb  steps into the 
trend of cloud computing. In conclusion, LiveWeb  
has the following beneficial properties: (1) The system 
enables sensorweb service accessible from anywhere. 
(2) The system makes sensor network data readable by 
anyone. (3) Sensor network sharing data becomes 
much easier because of .LiveWeb  (4) The system 
make sensor data format transparent to data users. 
(5) Real-time data display suits sensor data properties. 
(6) An offline alert system strengthens real-time    

features. A possible extension in LiveWeb  is the re-
search about security to protect sensor publisher’s   
privacy and priorities.  
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